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The Alla Upanishad, a spurious chapter of the Atharva Veda—text, 

translation, notes.—By Ba'bu Ba'jendrala'la Mitiia. 

[Read 5th July, 1871.] 

Fifty years ago Mr. Francis Ellis of Madras brought to the 

notice of this Society the existence of a modern imitation of the 

Yajur Yeda prepared by some Jesuit Missionaries of the last cen¬ 

tury with a view to establish, by Yedic evidence, the divinity of 

Jesus Christ and the authenticity of the Bible. The attempt was 

characterised by Mr. Ellis as a “ religious imposition without a 

parallel.” From a manuscript which I have lately received from 

Babu Harischandra of Benares,* it appears, however, that a cour¬ 

tier of the Emperor Akbar had, a century before, anticipated the 

Jesuits, and attempted to impose upon the Hindu public in the same 

way by producing an apocryphal chapter of the Atharva Yeda, 

designed to establish the superiority of the religion of his master, 

and to enlist on its behalf the attachment of his Hindu sub¬ 

jects. 

The forgeries were, in either case, very clumsy, but the Jesuits, 

having selected the Yajur Yeda, every chapter of which is well 

known, and has very precise and authentic commentaries, laid them¬ 

selves open to easy detection, and failed to give currency to their 

work; whereas the Muhammadan, by selecting the Atharva 

Yeda, of which a complete MS. was nowhere available, which 

was not religiously studied, and the extent of which, from the ab¬ 

sence of commentaries, was undefined, avoided such a contingency. 

It is possible that an Atharva school of Pippalada to which the 

latter appealed, did once exist, but there is no mention of it in the 

Charanavyuha, nor is there any text of that school extant. It 

might have been among the now lost S’akhas, and if so, in appealing 

to it, the author invoked an authority which none could consult, and 

adopted a course, the futility of which has been very cuttingly con¬ 

demned in the Tantravartika, where it is said, “ If a man maintain 

* In Dr. Biihler's Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. from Guzerat (p. 44), I notice 
the existence of a MS. of this Upanishad in the possession of Krishnarav Bhi- 
masankar of Vadodara. 
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a lost tradition to have been a source, be may prove whatever 

be pleases, for it is like appealing to a dead witness,” (mri- 

tasdlcshika-vyavahdravachcha pralinas'dJchdmula Tva-kalpanaydm yasmai 

yadrochate sa tat pramani kurydt). The risk of detection and 

exposure in such a course is, however, reduced to a minimum, 

and hence it has been adopted very frequently by medkeval and 

even modern Indian authors to establish the authenticity of parti¬ 

cular opinions and dogmas, and even of entire works. The in¬ 

numerable Tantras and Upa Puranas, which are now met with, owe 

their names solely to this cause, and the Pippalada sakha itself has 

been appealed to more than once for that purpose. Two or three 

centuries before the Muhammadan forger, a pious Yaishnava 

attributed to that school a composition on the divinity of the 

youthful Gopala, the Gopdla Tapani, which found in so distinguished 

a scholar as Jiva Gos'vami a commentator ; and several other apo¬ 

cryphal Upanishads are likewise affiliated to the same parentage. 

Manifest, however, as the spurious character of such attempts is 

to the literary critic, their success among Indian sectaries has 

been generally very great. In the case of the Muhammadan 

forger it was complete, and many otherwise sensible and well-read 

people were entirely misled by it. The late Sir Paja Padhakanta 

Bahadur was so far taken in as to introduce into his great lexicon 

the word Allah, as a Sanskrit vocable, and to quote this spurious 

work for his authority. Even now many pandits admit its authen¬ 

ticity, and are prepared to subscribe to the tenets inculcated in 

it, believing that it is only Vedantism in an obscure shape, due 

to the mystic character of the Yeda from which it proceeds. 

The MS. of the Allah Upanishad is, even for an Upanishad which 

class of works are generally short, of very limited extent, comprising 

only two pages of 6 lines each. The language is obscure, apparently 

so made with a view to imitate the Yedic style; but the imitation 

is neither happy, nor grammatically correct. Yedic words are 

freely used, but without any appreciation of their original import, 

and their relation to each other is but ill-governed by the rules 

of Panini. A plural verb has been twice used for a singular 

nominative, and the adjectives do not always correspond with their 

nouns. The collocation is throughout so defective that it is diffi- 
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cult to understand tlie text, and several well-read pandits to whom 

I have shown the MS. declare it to he in a corrupt Sanskrit, unintel¬ 

ligible to them. I have myself had the greatest difficulty in gues¬ 

sing at the meaning, and only succeeded in doing so, by following 

the same plan which is adopted in decyphering ancient inscrip¬ 

tions. That I have been throughout successful in coming to 

the meaning which the author attached to his sentences, I cannot 

venture to affirm ; but the matter is of so little import that mistakes 

on my part are not likely to lead to any material consequence. 

The work opens in the usual Hindu style, with a salutation to 

Ganes'a, and the invocation of the mystic Om; but it has no 

s'dnti mantra or benediction of any kind. This is remarkable, as 

there is no Upanishad that I am aware of (and I have examined 

nearly a hundred of them, both authentic and apocryphal,) which 

has not its appropriate s'dnti, introduced both at the beginning and 

the end. It is probable, however, that the author of the Allah 

Upanishad, though doubtless familiar with some of the authentic 

Upanishads, was not aware of, or did not notice, the constancy of 

the s anti in that class of compositions, and hence the omission ; or 

perhaps he accepted the Om, as sufficient for the purpose, and did 

not think a more amplified version of it necessary, and this is very 

likely, as he must have noticed that Yedic compositions other than 

Upanishads begin with Om only, without any other s'anti. 

The object of the work is to identify Allah with the gods of the 

Vedas, and to establish his pre-eminence. Accordingly the author 

starts by saying that he who sustains all things and is the bestower 

of blessings is Allah, and he is the same with Mitra and Varuna. 

He is the God of gods, and manifest in his own light. He is like¬ 

wise the great god Indra, and the ultimate object which the 

devout seek by their sacrifices. Warming up by these assertions, 

the author next describes him as “ the eldest, the greatest, the 

noblest, the perfect, and even Brahma himself.” This Allah, 

however, is not the deity whom the prophet Muhammad of Mecca 

glorified, but he whom Akbar so adored. The anxiety displayed 

in making the distinction is worthy of note, and shows clearly the 

object with which the work was got up. Akbar is described as a 

messenger of God, but, either owing to the difficulty of introducing 
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the Arabic article al in a Sanskrit composition, or, what is more 

probable, with a view not to hurt the feelings of the faithful too 

offensively, he has made him to appear as “ a prophet’ ’—rasul, and 

not al-rasid “ the prophet.” The same consideration, however, did 

not govern the writer in writing of the Hindu gods, and so he is 

more positive in making the Allah of his patron supersede the Hindu 

trinity of Brahma, Vishnu and S'iva, and assume to himself their 

functions of creation, preservation and destruction. According to 

the Hindu scriptures, the deity, before the creation of the universe, 

floated on the waters of a universal ocean, or was the same as 

water, and the author borrows the idea and calls Allah “ water 

he is the lord of sacrifices ; the receiver of all sacrificial offerings; 

and the source of the heavenly glory of the Hindu sages : unper¬ 

ceived even by Indra, from him proceeded Maya, the heaven, and the 

rest of the universe in succession. Near the conclusion, the Arabic 

phrases Alldhu Ahlar, Allah ilillah have been very adroitly intro¬ 

duced as “ the identity of the uncreate God.” The first phrase has 

also been repeated, as is usually done in the Azan, or Muham¬ 

madan call to prayer. Then follows a formula in which the Tantric 

mystic syllables Urum, hrih, and phat are worked in the form of 

a prayer for the preservation of all animated beings ; and the work 

concludes by reiterating the maxim that the Allah of the prophet 

Muhammad Akbar is the God of all gods, and the creed La ila- 

ha illallah corrupted into illalleti illallah. 

The distinction between Allah, the supreme being, and illah from 

illdt the name of an old Arabian idol, whence idols or gods has 

been generally borne in mind. The former is written with an 

initial ^5T= a, and declined as a word of the masculine gender 

with a short vowel ending, the final h being changed into the San¬ 

skrit aspirate visarga. The latter is written with an initial 5; = i, 

and treated as a word of the feminine gender, ending in ==■ a; 

but the distinction not having been always carefully observed, the 

text has, in many places, become quite obscure, and in the first line 

I have been obliged to analyse a word in search of a Sanskrit root 

to deduce a consistent meaning. Sir Kaja Kadliakanta Bahadur, 

accepting the text to be genuine, took the feminine illah to mean the 

energy of the Godhead, i. e., Maya, and his guess has the support 
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of a line at tlie end of the MS. where a female divinity, the destroyer 

of demons, Asurasahlidrini, who is doubtless no other than the 

goddess Kali, is invoked. The text of the Raja, however, is cor¬ 

rupt, and in parts utterly unintelligible to me. 

The use of the mystic syllables hrum, hr in and phat indicates a 

desire to subject the mysticism of the Tantras to the supremacy 

of the Allah of Muhammad Akbar, so as not to let the followers of 

that system escape, or in other words to make the whole of the 

Hindu community bow to the religion of the new prophet. The 

S3dlables, as already shown in my paper on certain inscriptions from 

the Chusan Archipelago (ante, vol. xxiv, p. 325), are parts of the 

vija-mantras of the different manifestations of Durga. 

The use of Akbar’s name in the MS. leaves no doubt of its 

having been got up in the time of that emperor by one of his 

courtiers, to give currency to his new faith among his Hindu sub¬ 

jects, but who he was it is impossible now to determine. It 

is impossible, likewise, to ascertain whether it was done at the 

instigation, or with the knowledge, of the emperor, or whether he too 

was deluded by a Yedic prophecy of the superiority of his doctrine. 

It it said in the Ain i AJcbari that Badaoni, the author of the 

Muntahhab ut-tawarilch, was a great Sanskrit scholar, and was em¬ 

ployed by Akbar in translating the Atharvan Yeda into Persian ; 

but as he was a devout Muhammadan who looked with horror upon 

the new faith of his master, and freely stigmatized it in his history 

of Akbar’s reign, it is not at all likely that he would be guilty of 

calling Akbar a prophet, and Allah the Grod of Muhammad Akbar, 

and not that of the Arabian prophet, unless we believe it was 

done with a view to ridicule the religion of Akbar, which is scarcely 

probable. A writer in the Oudh Akhbdr, a Hindustani newspaper 

of Lucknow, says it is the work of the KhdnKhdnan or Lord Cham¬ 

berlain of Akbar, but as there were several such officers during the 

long and prosperous reign of that monarch, it is not possible to 

ascertain which of them was the author of this gross religious 

imposition. 
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—i 

sftjriitare yg: ii ■# ’ggnirr y#x* fygxyggTt 
fy y% ii ysririj: xpdnT •sct^tt •• il ^yxfg fgyr rwf II 
y*r# y^tT yyitT fgyi yxstqng:§ || ^TyiyfyyXT 

g^igy^ll ii ^rax ^ %*£ yyg g® y^x® -?jwt ii 

g'fgyyr'syygilf yj#x yrai ii yxyyiTy*Kgyra** ii yraiyyr|-f- l 

tyyxyyi ^wr yiiy ^crsc^: 11 g^'yyfyyy'myT: 11 

^■§t yjfy®t yy f^rji yyjxy yy yTyxyyg* ’srafy^r. « 

yi#T§§ yfy^ir yjyifcyr fyg^y fyyy.fyyy u yyr§x 3y®x 

yxsiT yyyfi ii yirt|[|| y'syyywi' 11 yin y*fiyyyirr i y*r- 

itfayirt^ ii n#*^! y^ut*** ^Try^swlit ^f- 

yf® 9tTX3i w wf i ^^ynr ^i^'J}{ 
fl yiy Tjrar I yjqy q’Txfyyff •$’ n yr§r yqif g*f gyofi- 
iggifr§§§ ^ht y%ifii|| || || ywa j y<*ryy® fyux€t- 
yniityi yr%mfyy^ ii 

Translation. 

Salutation to Ganes'a. Om ! Allah, the bestower (of blessings) to 

The following different readings are taken from Raja Radhakanta’s S'abda- 
kalpadruma, Yol. VIII, p. 155. 
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us is Mitra; ho is Yaruna; he sustains the things* (of this world). 

Ilillah (the God) who is Yaruna, who is the king, verilyf gavef us 

(all). We attain§ thatlllah who is Mitra. The God (ilillah) among 

gods (illan)|| is Mitra and Yaruna. He is manifest (in his own) light. 

He is Indr a of the— (?); he is the Indr a of the hotas ; he is the great 

god Indra. The' God (Allah) of the gods (allah) is the eldest, the 

greatest, the noblest, the perfect, the Brahma. The God (allah) of 

the prophet Muhammad Akbar is the God, (allah) of the gods, (illan). 

0 Allah! thou art the destroyer, the preserver, the only Brahma. 

Allah is water, and consequently he is every reservoir. Allah is the 

lord (ina) of the sacrifice (yajfia), the sacrifice‘(hutva) of the sacri- 

ficer (hota). Allah is the sun, the moon and all the stars. He 

Allah is the heavenly glory** of the sages (rishis). 0 thou unper- 

ceivableff even by Indra, (from the) celestially radiant^]; Allah first 

proceeded Maya and then the sky and the rest. 

He verily upholds the diverse forms of the earth§§ as well as 

the heavenly bodies. 

Ilallah who is Yaruna, who is the God verily gave us (all). God 

(Illah) the great, (Akbar), God (Illah) the great, (Akbar). He is 

even the God of all gods (illalleti-illam), Om! Allah il allah, the 

identity of the uncreate. Hrum and hrih to the Atharva s'akha. 

Preserve, (0) preserve all men and cattle and lions and aquatic 

creatures unhurt. That, Hrum to the destroyeress of demons 

(asuras). The Allah of the prophet Muhammad Akbar is the God 

of gods. Illah, to the end ilillah. 

End of the Alla Upanishad of the Pippali s'akha of the Atharva 

Yeda. 

* The first word asmalldh is evidently a compound of asma, we, la “ to give,” 
and, an interjection, llleli is the nominative to the verb dliatte and in the 
same case with Mitra and Yaruna, which are its counterparts. 

f Punar for verily. 
j The verb is in the plural to indicate respect. 
§ The verb is ydmi, and the ha before it is an expletive. 
|| Ilian is in the genitive plural. 
% The sentence is very puzzling; I take it to be a compound of at for ad 

to eat or destroyer, Alla; Ava to preserve changing to u, the verb being 
lengthened by conjunction with alia as in the word Akshauhini; u vocative, Team 
Brahma and ekakam “ the solitary” single or one. 

Dibyas = to divya heavenly and as' light. 
ff Indr ay a, from Indra, a negative, and ya to get. 
n Antarikshah from antariksha and as. 
§§ Prithivva z=z%>rithivi and an, for certainty. 


